ABOUT US

Oryx Lubes and Greases Ltd. FZC (OLG) is one of the
Middle East’s leading manufacturers and exporters of
lubricants. Backed by an experience of nearly 50 years,
we are today known for our distinctive products and
services in the automotive, industrial and marine segments.

Our quest for perfection ensures that
we relentlessly innovate to deliver
solutions that are second to none.
We believe in the power of technology
and understand the importance of
staying up-to-date with market trends.
To that end, our facility is equipped
with advanced blending and filling
machines, and our testing laboratory
employs an assortment of testing

equipment like automatic viscometers
and thermoelectrically cooled coldcranking simulators, automatic titrator,
and other sophisticated machinery to
ensure product excellence.
All OLG products are produced in our
own manufacturing unit that is spread
in a 21,000-sq.m area in Hamriyah Free
Zone, Sharjah, UAE. We use strong

core lubrication technology to offer
superior products that adhere to
strict quality measures and testing
procedures. It’s one of the many
things that have helped us gain
international recognition, a sound
presence in India and Saudi Arabia,
and a place amongst the trusted
names in this industry.

OUR GOAL
Our goal is to relentlessly
innovate in all areas of our
operations thereby delivering
world-class quality and
establishing long-enduring
relationships.
We aim to establish our
position as a market leader
in the MENA region and
expand to meet the everchanging demands of a
global audience.

Gulfstar’s range of lubricants delivers superior
engine protection and performance. Its advanced
formulation ensures reliability across every
segment and comes in a wide range of grades and
specifications; each individually formulated to meet
the ever-changing requirements of the market.
To know more about Gulfstar and its range of
products, visit www.gulfstarlubricants.com

OUR
BUSINESSES
OLG offers a wide range of lubricants
that are guaranteed to perform and
meet the demands of new-age
engines. They adhere to international
standards and have been recognised
for their unwavering quality.

Dextrol is a premium range of high-performance
lubes specifically created with the automobile,
industrial and marine segments in mind. It is
formulated to match the technological brilliance
and unique demands of today’s high-end engines
and equipment, all thanks to OLG’s robust R&D
and advanced manufacturing processes.
To know more about Dextrol and its range of
products, visit www.dextrollubricants.com

TURNKEY
SOLUTIONS
OLG is powered by personnel with extensive
experience both in the petroleum and
petrochemicals industries. Our highly qualified
teams of experts cover the entire engineering
spectrum which includes mechanical, chemical,
electrical, automation and civil engineers, along
with finance and accounting professionals.
In line with our continuous pursuit for perfection,
the team developed and patented an environmentfriendly, efficient technology for the re-refining of used
lubricants to produce good quality group I / group II
oils. The group also has a successful track record
in setting up Lube Oil manufacturing facilities
to produce high quality products that meet the
demands of new generation engines.
Some of our most successful projects include:
1: Southern Refineries Ltd., India
2: Tagat Al Sharq Al Saudi Factory, KSA
3: OLG, UAE

OUR FACILITY

OLG ventured into the Middle East to establish a strong
presence amongst other pre-existing players. Building on
their core strength and expertise, the company set up a
lube blending facility in a prime location covering nearly
21,000-sq.m area in phase 1 of Hamriyah Free Zone in
Sharjah, UAE.

Built at a cost of nearly AED 22 million, the entire
facility was engineered by OLG with enough provision
made for a future expansion of the facility to double
its capacity. The unit also houses a fully equipped
R&D wing which ensures consistent product quality.

THIRD PARTY
BLENDING

OLG’s new modern facility is now functioning and its
capacity is not yet fully utilised. It has enough provision
for expansion and for optimum use of the facility, OLG
offers third party blending services to other brands as
per the quality requirement stipulated by the third party.

BECOME
A PARTNER
As an OLG distributor, you
can benefit from the vast
business opportunities
that come with every OLG
product. Rest assured, we will
assist you every step of the
way with tailor-made offers,
tools and market knowledge
that will help you increase
your market share. To find
out more about becoming
an OLG distributor, email us
on partner@weareolg.com
Oryx Lubes & Greases Ltd. FZC
P.O. Box: 42421,
Hamriyah Free Zone Phase I,
Sharjah, UAE
Tel: +971 6 74 88 075
Fax: +971 6 74 88 069
Email: info@weareolg.com
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